In this paper, the multiparametric method known as generalized similarity method is used to solve the problem of unsteady temperature two-dimensional MHD laminar boundary layer of incompressible fluid. It is assumed that outer magnetic field induction is function only from longitudinal coordinate. Magnetic field acts perpendicular to the body on which boundary layer forms. Body temperature varies with time. Further, electric field is neglected and value of magnetic Reynolds number is significantly less then one i.e. problem is considered in induction-less approximation. According to temperature differences under 50 o C physical properties of fluid are constant. Introduced assumptions simplify considered problem in sake of mathematical solving, but adopted physical model is interesting from practical point of view, because its relation with large number of technically significant MHD flows. Obtained partial differential equations can be solved with modern numerical methods for every particular problem. In this paper, quite different approach is used. In the first place new variables are introduced and then similarity parameters which enable transformation of equations into universal form. Obtained universal equations and corresponding boundary conditions do not contain explicit characteristics of particular problems. Based on obtained universal equations, approximated universal differential equations of described MHD boundary layer flow problem are derived. Aproximated universal equations do not depend on the particular problems.
Introduction
Idea of boundary layer control appear when Prandtl form the theory, and this idea came from Prandtl himself (Schlichting, 1982) . Boundary-layer control usually means either attempts to change the overall flowfield to reduce pressure drag and/or to increase lift or attempts to control the position of boundary layer separation point. For a long time following methods was used for boundary layer control: increasing the boundary layer velocity, boundary layer suction, second gas injection, profile laminarization, body cooling.
Interest in effect of outer magnetic filed on heat-physical processes appear sixty years ago (Blum et al., 1966) . Developing of this research was stimulated by two problems: protection of spacecrafts from aerodynamic overheating and destruction during the passage through dense atmosphere layers; building the operational ability of high temperature MHD generators constructive elements for direct transformation of heat energy in to electricity. First problem show that magnetohydrodynamical influence on ionized gases is convenient control method for mass, heat and hydrodynamic processes. Solutions of mentioned problems were followed with rapid increase of analytical papers and experimental procedures about heat transfer in MHD boundary layer (Blum et al., 1980 , Askovic et al., 1977 . MHD devices for liquid metals engage metallurgist attention. It was shown that effect of magnetic filed could be very helpful in modernization of technological processes. Developing of nuclear power systems is almost unconceivable without usage of MHD devices. Controlling of crystallization processes in metallurgy and influence of magnetic field on discrete chemical systems bring MHD and heat physics in relation with problems that was research subject of physical chemistry, kinetics, biophysics… At the end, analogies, which appear with knowledge of magnetic field influence on mechanics and biological suspensions (especially blood), brought to possibility to transfer heat physics research results into magneto-biological and medical processes (Tzirtzilakis, 2005) .
Mathematical model
In this paper, for the sake of richness of mentioned research, unsteady temperature two-dimensional laminar MHD boundary layer of incompressible electro-conductive fluid is studied. It is assumed that outer magnetic filed induction is function of longitudinal coordinate ( )
. Magnetic field acts perpendicular to the body surface on which boundary layer forms. Further, it is presumed there is no outer electric filed and magnetic Reynolds number is significantly lower then one i.e. considered problem is in induction-less approximation (induced magnetic field due to the fluid motion is neglected). Velocity of flow is considered much lower then speed of light and usual assumption in thermal boundary layer calculation that temperature difference is small (Schlichting, 1982 ) is used; accordingly characteristic properties of fluid (density, viscosity…) are constant. Introduced assumptions (Soundalgekar et al., 1990) simplify considered problem, however obtained physical model is interesting from practical point of view, because its relation with large number of MHD flows significant for technical practice. Described MHD problem is mathematically presented with continuity equation:
energy equation:
and corresponding boundary and initial conditions:
( )
For further consideration stream function, ( )
is introduced with following relations:
which satisfies equation (1) 
and energy equation into equation:
Boundary and initial conditions are transformed into equations:
u ( t, y ), T T t, y y
In the case of flow around a body boundary conditions for third order equation (9) on body surface. Equation (9) does not depend from equation (10and it can be solved independently. Solution of equation (9) is used for solving of equation (10).
Universal equations
Obtained partial differential equations can be solved for every particular case using modern numerical methods and computer. In this paper, quite different approach is used based on ideas in papers (Skadov, 1963; Loicijanski, 1965; Saljnikov, 1978; Busmarin et al., 1974) , which is extended in papers (Boricic et al., 2005; Obrovic et al., 2005; Nikodijevic et al., 2009) . Essence of this approach is in introducing adequate transformations and sets of parameters in starting equations, which transform the equations system and corresponding boundary conditions into form unique for all particular problems and this form is considered as universal. Solution of universal equations can be used to derive general conclusions about developing of temperature MHD boundary layer and also for special cases calculation. Integration of obtained universal equations is performed once for all. In order to solve particular problems it is necessary to determine impulse equation using obtained universal solutions. In order to realize described procedure following new variables are introduced:
where D is normalizing constant, and ( ) h x,t is characteristic linear scale of transversal coordinate in boundary layer. According to introduced variables, equation (9) is transformed in new form:
where for the sake of shorter expression, the notations are introduced:
and equation (10) 
where the following notations have been used for the sake of shorter statement:
Now we introduce sets of parameters: dynamical k ,n f , magnetic k ,n g , temperature k l , and constant parameter g , as new independent variables:
where:
Introduced sets of parameters reflect the nature of velocity change on outer edge of boundary layer, alteration characteristic of variable N and temperature change on body surface, and a part from that, in the integral form (by means of z and z / t ∂ ∂ ) prehistory of flow in boundary layer. These parameters enable transformations of differential equations (16) and (18) into universal form in sense that neither equations nor boundary conditions explicitly depends from values that characterized particular problems. Procedure for obtaining "universal" equations has following steps. First, we find the derivates in Eqs. (16) and (18) using the operators given in Eqs. (25)- (26), and then transform these equations with introduced independent variables k ,n k ,n k ,n ; f ; g ;l η . For derivate along longitudinal coordinate x and for time derivate next operators are used:
Parameter derivates along coordinate x and time t are obtained by differentiation of Eqs. (20)- (22):
Uz Uz (20)- (23) instead coordinate x and time t , operators (25) and (26), and terms (27)- (32) Eqs. (16) and (18) are transformed into equations:
where the following markings have been used for shorter statement: 1 ℑ -left side of equation (16), 2 ℑ -left side of equation (18).
From the Eqs. (33) and (34) can be seen, the characteristics of external flow dominate by the means of function F which appears in terms for k ,n k ,n k Q ;K ;M . In order the equations (33) and (34) to be independent of the outer flow characteristics i.e. to be universal, it is necessary to show the existence of the equality
So as to show the existence of such equality, we start from the momentum equation:
in which:
-friction stress on the body.
Introducing dimensionless characteristic functions:
which, according to Eqs. (15) and (36)- (38), can be expressed in the following form:
After transition to new independent variables values H * , H * * , ξ become functions only from parameters k ,n f , k ,n g , k ,n l , g . Now, using parameters as new independent variables and derivative operators from impulse Eq. (35) after simple transformations next equation is obtained:
where, P and Q are:
Last two equations define function F in terms of values, which depends only from introduced parameters. Eqs. (33) and (34) with respect to (41)- (43) are now universal equations of described problem. Since the system of Eqs. (33) and (34) do not contain explicitly: the free stream velocity distribution, outer magnetic field, body temperature and the temperature of the free stream which defines each particular case of considered flow, these equations are considered as universal (independent from outer flow characteristic). Boundary conditions, also universal, are given with terms: 
Universal Eqs. (33) and (34) ( )
Taking parameters 0
(33) is simplified into form: (Loicijanski, 1965 , White, 1994 
Eqs. (33) and (34) contain on the right sides infinite sums. In order to solve these equations it is necessary to limit number of independent variables. This leads to the implementation of "snipping" method, which implies equalization of variables with zero starting form some index. In this way approximated equations are derived. For higher number of detained parameters-variables, approximated equations are more precise. In this paper approximations of Eqs. (33) and (34) 
